Worked all Postcodes

The challenge is simple

Work as many postcodes as possible

Maximum Power 10 watts RF output

Any Mode

70MHz (4 metres)
144MHz (2 Metres)
430MHz (70 cms)
1296MHz (23 cms)

This is for fun and designed to increase activity on the above bands

Wednesday will be activity night with suggested frequency of
144.265  432.265  1296.265 all SSB or regular calling channels

Simple awards will be given for working postcodes on a single band/mode (2m FM or 70cm SSB for example) These will be for 30 plus, 60 plus,100 plus and Worked all post codes (Unique call signs in unique postcodes)

Logging will be first two characters of a post code with a few exceptions such as Channel Islands and BT postcode

We will roll logging apps for Iphone, Android and Web

Launch date is January 2\textsuperscript{nd} 2019

This scheme will be self-policing and awards software generated.

Please keep an eye on the Moonraker blog for details